The submarine - the symbol of division and conflict. A submarine is an isolated living arrangement which became popular in the Soviet Union after the Russian Revolution. The concept of the submarine as a living space is not only a response to the geopolitical division and conflict but also an experiment for a contemporary collective living arrangement.

What if the submarine - the symbol of division and conflict - was an arrangement for a contemporary collective living arrangement? An honest and 100% architectural spatial-isolation - was an experiment for a contemporary collective red compact housing arrangement.

Always on the move

The idea of a submarine as a living space is not only a response to the geopolitical division and conflict but also an experiment for a contemporary collective living arrangement. The submarine is a living space that is split between complete isolation and a chance to explore the world.

Central compartment

A central pathway is created to allow the guests to move through the main sections of the submarine. From this pathway, a direct access path along the entire length of the submarine is created.

Level 0

Leisure compartments

Leisure areas are centered around the living area. In the future, a dining area and bar will be added to this area. Each living unit will have a direct access path along the entire length of the submarine.

Level 1

Production

Production areas can be found in the rear of the submarine. Here, guests can experience a range of production and social activities, including a bar on the main deck, where guests can enjoy a cocktail for several hours, while they are also in direct contact with other guests on the main deck.

Level 2

Central compartments

In each corner of the box, different workshops are located. Each workshop is a living space that provides access to the central living and social spaces of the central compartment. The central compartment is a social hub for all guests.

Level 3

Living units

Each living unit is a small cabin that provides a sense of isolation for its residents. The living units are designed to provide a sense of isolation and privacy, while also allowing residents to connect with other guests in the central living spaces.

Level 4

The box

The box is a central area where guests can enjoy games and conversations. This area is also a social hub for all guests, providing a sense of community and connection.

Workshops

In each corner of the box, different workshops are located. These workshops include a range of activities, such as art, design, and textiles, providing guests with a range of creative and social experiences.